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Correspondence
Domestic Difficulties in the N.H.S.

SIR,-I have a small house with only two sitting-rooms and
a hall on the ground floor. It is the only house that I could
buy when I returned to practice after the war. The hall is the
waiting-room, and for my surgery I use the best sitting-room.
My family are restricted to the second lounge and a parlour
for meals. It has not been comfortable, but we have managed,
although frequently there has been standing room only in the
hall. A living-in maid is unobtainable, and the half-day
domestic help has not as yet been too difficult about the mud
brought in on the patients' shoes. My wife holds the fort while
I am out and spends her few moments of leisure in answering
the telephone and inquiries at the door, many of which are
unnecessary and very irritating.

It is conditions such as these that make many doctors dread
the, N.H.S. Act. Housing and domestic difficulties will make
life intolerable when, to make a living wage, one will have to
encourage mass-production medicine.

I would ask our negotiators to urge the Ministry to authorize
Local Executive Councils to set up at once National Health
Service surgeries conveniently spaced on main bus routes. Such
surgeries should not in any way be considered as health centres,
which will evolve later, we hope, on an experimental basis.
Any ordinary dwelling house will suffice, subdivided into a
waiting-room and consulting-rooms, with secretary receptionists,
capable of typewriting hospital letters, certificates, reports, etc.,
two nurses to chaperon women patients and assist in minor
operations, and telephonists.
By staggering hours of consultation a number of doctors

could be accommodated, and the only equipment required would
be a sterilizer, the necessary furniture, and filing cabinets for
record cards. Doctors would bring their own instruments and
voluntary aid societies would no doubt help to improve the
atmosphere by dispensing tea and light literature in the waiting
hall. Combined surgeries of this kind would provide more
comfort for the patients than I can supply and would be an
even greater help to young doctors, who could then live in a
hotel or flat until a convenient house was available. The relief
and joy of our wives would rejuvenate them and we would all
start the N.H.S. in a happier frame of mind.-I am, etc.,

Leigh-on-Sea. H. W. TOMS.

Questions of the Hour
SIR,-I have refrained from writing to the B.M.J. as there

is an intense desire among many members to publish
their opinions. However, now that the B.M.A. has decided
to yield to the Minister without a fight for our rights, I would
like to make the following observations.

I agree it was about time that something was done to ration-
alize or regularize the P.M.S. and the National Deposit on lines
similar to the N.H.I. I also agree that the Spens Report was a
fair judgment in so far as the N.H.I. remuneration was con-
cerned. However, we are being paid according to the Spens
Report on the basic value of the £1 in 1939 and not 1948. The
B.M.A. has made no provision in its stand about protecting our
remuneration and the terms of service demanded, but rather has
left it to a gentleman's agreement. After the Minister has got
his Service going he can reduce the remuneration to 15d. and
we can do nothing about it.

Furthermore, I should like to know where I stand about my
property before I decide to join the Service. If I continue mypractice at my home (which is incidentally specially designedin the best of B.M.A. tradition for the purpose), and should I
decide at some future date to resign, have I to get permissionfrom the Minister or his committee before selling my home ?
If, on the other hand, I decide to rent a shop in the neighbour-hood and cease to practise in my home (which, of course, would
reduce the facilities or ease for my patients being able to getme), is the sale of my house still subject to the Minister's con-trol ? If so, is any other property that I may possess subject
to the Minister's control ?-I am, etc.,

Enfield. Middlesex. LEON CHALMERS.

Simplify the Work
SIR,-Now that it seems probable that the profession will

attempt to work this pernicious and ill-considered Health Act,
I suggest that our negotiators should insist on making working
conditions as easy and simple as possible; otherwise the
administrative side is bound to become chaotic.
From the point of view of the G.P. who cannot afford a

secretary one or two things are essential. First, they must be
allowed a rubber stamp for signatures, then certification must
be reduced to a minimum. This craze for separate certificates
which all employers demand must be done away with. There
is no earthly reason why the statutory certificate cannot be
shown to the employer and noted in his files without a separate
piece of paper being issued.
The design of clinical record cards should be made or

approved by our negotiators. The card should contain a printed
list of (a) subjective symptoms, e.g., pain (location), sleep, appe-
tite, couigh, bowels, etc. ; (b) objective symptoms, e.g., colour,
T. and P.R., fauces, tongue, heart, lungs, other organs. These
lists should be printed in the first column of the card, the second
and subsequent columns to be used for notes on symptoms,
under the date. The N.H.I. record cards entailed too much
writing.-I am, etc.,

Stone, Staffs. R. MURRAY BARROW.

Division in Profession
SIR,-As probably a last act as Chairman of the Shropshire

and Radnorshire Medical Independence Association, I write to
protest against your ill-conceived editorial in the issue of
May 15, which attempts to see even partial victory, for our cause
as a result of the recent activities of the B.M.A. Council or
wisdom in its rushed and badly timed April plebiscite.

Outmanceuvred, outwitted, and stampeded, the Council
rushed that plebiscite upon us without our having sufficient
time to consider and discuss the full implications of the
Minister's tardy modifications to certain details of the Act
which we could not accept. There is no doubt there should
have been insistence on a postponement of the appointed day
to permit of this. But this was not done; and, as a result, in
many areas the profession either voted as stampeded, isolated
individuals or refrained from voicing their opposition, which
had already been so strongly expressed in the February plebis-
cite. The result is a debacle.
The Representative Body meets, therefore, on May 28 in

circumstances which no effort can avail to restore the shattered
unity of the profession. We are now in a situation the reverse
of democratic in which the majority feel we are being forced
to operate an Act by the blind and injudicious votes of a
minority and an ipse dixit of the Council. Every important and
vital matter affecting the future of ourselves and our profession
is still outstanding and unsettled. There is despair that they
will ever be settled in any satisfactory way. Our boats have
been burned before our eyes.

Truly, the Representative Body meets in tragic circumstances.
We in the provinces have lost faith in our central organization
as a negotiating body, and, unless the Representative Body by
determined action can to some extent retrieve the situation byinsisting on a strength in negotiating hitherto sadly lacking, the
B.M.A. as a medium of implementing the will of the profession
will meet the fate its great failure has deservedly brought upon
it.-I am, etc.,
Shrewsbury. W. J. GRANT.

Bewilderment
SIR,-May I endeavour to express my complete agreementwith Dr. J. McIntosh Rattray's letter (May 15, p. 951) and mybewilderment that so wise and courageous a colleague as Dr.Alfred Cox should advise capitulation (p. 949) on matters ofprinciple ?
The leading articles are so brilliantly written that theynaturally exercise great influence on the profession, and in theissue of May 15 (p. 936) it is stated that the Minister has offereda compromise, and that compromises are the traditional Englishway of settling disputes. For the medical profession to rejectthe compromise and to be intransigent would cost the supportof public opinion.
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The profession compromised (and in my setlled opinion com-
mitted a fundamental error) when the Representative Body
affirmed its desire for a comprehensive service available to
everyone, instead of a comprehensive service available to
those who needed it. After exhaustive discussion, certain funda-
mental principles were accepted as essential if there was to be
any freedom for the public or the profession. I suggest, Sir,
that you are confusing compromise with surrender.

I would like to ask Dr, Cox if he does not think it an extra-
ordinary fact that in spite of the change in lead in the Journal,
in spite of the persistent State propaganda of the Lancet, in spite
of the absence of support from any political party and the
nauseating exhortation in the House of Lords by Lord Moran,
so many of his colleagues are still convinced that to implement
the present Act would be a disaster for Medicine and for the
happiness of this country.-I am, etc.,
Bournemouth. E. D. GRANGER.

Comprehensive Service
SIR,-I have read with much pleasure Mr. David Hardie's

letter (May 8, p. 898). To my mind he sums up the matter very
clearly. Some form of comprehensive medical service I believe
most doctors desire, but the crux of the whole matter, as
Mr. Hardie states, is that this service, while being open to
everyone, should still be one to which everyone is free to sub-
scribe or not; in other words, it should be one which preserves
entire both the freedom of the patient and the freedom of the
doctor.-I am, etc.,
London, S.W.3. BASIL BROWNING.

Extend N.H.I.
SIR,-I wish to express my utter dismay at the puerile and

inefficient attempts of the B.M.A. to resist the enslavement of
the medical profession. With a display of bravado we, the
general practitioners, who are the backbone of any medical
service, were assured that the B.M.A. would, on our behalf,
fight. What a fight ! Unlike that great strategist Montgomery
it would appear that the B.M.A. have a new technique-i.e.,
fight without weapons even though they be there for the
handling.
At a meeting in Leicester Dr. Guy Dain informed us that

the armoury was well stocked and all doctors would soon
receive printed propaganda for distribution to their patients
informing them of the views of the profession. We are still
waiting. At this date only a minority of the public is informed
on important details of the scheme, such as the fact that onlv
lOd. of the forced levy per week is to be utilized for the medical
services. With a little intelligent co-operation between the
medical profession and the general public a powerful weapon
could have been forged which would have ensured a successful
new health scheme. The B.M.A. has failed completely in any
attempt to bring the views of the medical profession to the fore-
front for examination by the general public.

All that is necessary for a new scheme to be acceptable to
public and doctors alike is to include dependants of insured
persons in a comprehensive scheme so that the working man
would have the right to call in a doctor to his wife and family
in a time of need without worry of bills to follow. Such a
scheme would be acceptable to the profession and would
necessitate no new officials or such a sweeping clearance of
methods which have withstood the test of time. The scheme in
its present form is a mass of inconsistencies and leaves the
general practitioner with a sense of utter frustration.
Such matters as the supply of house and surgery for the use

of an incoming practitioner to a new practice are apparently
beneath the dignity of a Minister of Housing to consider, but
when any change of practice is attempted this must cause
complete confusion, since a practitioner may not sell his house
to another without risk of prosecution for selling goodwill as
well as bricks and mortar. With regard to goodwill, under the
present N.H.I. scheme a doctor takes his salary from the State,
but he still owns the goodwill of his practice-to whose detri-
ment, may I ask ? Do two wrongs make a right ? If it is wrong
for medical men to sell goodwill, how does it become right for
Mr. Bevan to buy goodwill, lock, stock, and barrel ?
Even at this late hour I am convinced that, if the B.M.A.

were to publish in an understandable form the conditions under

which doctors are being blackmailed into a service which the
majority thoroughly dislike, then the public would have an
opportunity of assessing the value of the services they are likely
to obtain from a dissatisfied profession. It is the people who
are being called upon to pay for this new service, and they
have the right to know how their money is being spent. How
many consultations or bottles of medicine will the public receive
for the sixty-odd million pounds that Mr. Bevan proposes to
spend on buying the goodwill of doctors' practices ? If there
is all this money available to spend would it not be possible to
put it to better use than merely using it as a lever by a political
party to keep doctors in their place-i.e., as employees of the
State with no right to criticize their employers except at risk of
dismissal ?-I am, etc.,

Kibworth, Leicester. RAYMOND F. SIMKIN.

National Health Service
SIR,-Two years ago the then Editor of the Journal refused aletter from me on the new Health Act as being likely to offendor prejudice. I made three points then-namely, (1) that theMinister of Health would not negotiate in the ordinary wayexpected of him, that he was determined to get his way, and onthis account we should be prepared for a lengthy battle; (2) that,we should use all and every method, even to strike (our idea ofstriking), to prevent the Minister getting away with it; (3) thatfrom the highest officials and chiefs of Headquarters to thehumblest practitioner we should try to get a promise of " nosurrender" until we had a fair and square deal.
After two years of fruitless negotiations this letter of 1946 doesnot seem offensive to-day. I am appalled and grieved at the waythe "sponge has been thrown in " in these last few weeks.Examining the position coolly and impartially, I was proud of thestand the B.M.A. and ourselves were making up to the first plebiscite.Democratically we were informed of the situation and asked to votes yes " or " no" on' three or four important issues. We had themall before us-" no whole-time service," " right to buy and sellpractices," " right of appeal," etc. The majority answered " No"to the lot, not to one vital principle alone. As was to be expected,this was too much for Mr. Bevan and the Government, who hadthe wind up so badly as to stage a debate on an already passedAct, a most unusual and rare parliamentary procedure, and, true to'form, the Minister's utterances were given full play. This debate,of course, had no object but to frighten us and affect the plebiscite.It failed to do either.
Now armed with the results, the B.M.A. Negotiating Committeelhad all the strength and weapons it wanted, and the Minister knewthis well. Airily, in response to an arranged question, he tellsParliament of his good will, and as some doctors did not agree toaccept the Act as it was, if it was only a matter of not making usCivil Servants (as he had always promised not to), and if an Act ofParliament was a little more reliable than his word, he was willingto introduce it. XNext comes what to me staggers the intellect, that because ofthe crumb thrown by the Minister we are by the "considered"judgment of the Council asked to vote again. Why ? Hadn't theCouncil already got their mandate ? Did the fact that Mr. Bevangave in in one particular answer for the other unsolved questions ?Then consider the way this plebiscite was carried out. Voting paperswere quickly sent out. A few days only were given to consider thequestions. No information like the first plebiscite, but a slightinnuendo that things were better and that we might now change ourminds with honour if not with impunity. Thousands of men likemyself did not vote, could see no reason in voting, and it did notrequire prophetic sense to see what the results would be.The long and the short of it is that the second plebiscite, whethermeant to or not, gave a loophole to (1) those who could not maketip their minds before, (2) those who would work the Act anyway,no matter what the terms were (nothing to lose, something to gain),(3) certain sections of the profession to whom money and thequickest ways of making it are all-important, principles and ethics,&of little or no importance-in short, renegades and black sheep. Imust omit from these lists, of course, many honourable and straightmembers who conscientiously thought the Act an improvement onthe present health service, and always said so from the start.Naturally then, when the result of the second plebiscite was known,defaulters made their mark, but even so the majority still refusedservice, and what is democracy but the majority rule ? Still we aretold that if we can't get less than a certain number, minority wins.Who fixed this 13,000, and even if 13,000 voted for the Bill, couldthe Minister work it with these 13,000 ? What need was there for Ia second plebiscite at all, except to spend money which was soscarce some weeks ago ? If the Minister conceded another principle,might we then have a third plebiscite ? Meanwhile he, the Minister,,
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